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 Kids can benefit from the simple text message and shiny illustrations, while parents will see
useful guidelines and testimonials from true users.Follow the experiences of Brad and Lisa as
they uncover the possibilities that Young Living essential oils have to give you. Find
information and testimonials about using lavender, frankincense, Thieves, Peace & Calming,
Valor, peppermint, PanAway, and Lemon with your family members. Enjoy interacting with
your kid while learning about the world's greatest therapeutic oils.
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The very best easy intro into Young Living Necessary Oils for children .. The best easy intro
into Young Living Necessary Oils for children AND adults!. For a few, this might do the trick.. If
you're hoping to find a publication that falls consistent with YL quality, I'm affraid this book
may not do the trick. :-D Great Essential Oil Book for kids! We love essential oils, and kids love
books that they can relate to! If you're a Living oiler and you also have kids, then you will most
likely love this reserve. My kids felt important, and they experienced they could relate with
those children in the reserve! haha I love the general and basic beginning understanding of
oils that this book covers. Five Stars Best book for Kids and adults! Good informational book
that's readable. The book serves as her personal junior "Desk Reference Guidebook.. This is
such an excellent book. She enjoys it and often refers to it. This book is even more of a
marketing tool than a book for children. This is a good way to introduce people in what the
natural oils are about. It has photos of kids and of curiosity to children, however the
information in it is good for anyone. Nearly what I was longing for. I love YL oils. I am with them
for 11 years plus they are therefore amazing!" What a treasure! I may need to order another
just for me! I value the intention of the author which I'm assuming is to help newbies bring in
oils to their kids and family members. I gave this to my 8 year-old alongside her own "starter
kit" so she could begin learning how to use the natural oils on her own. Some of the oils I had
on hand had been different and lacked a little differently. My 6 year outdated (who I bought
the book for) discovered it to be a little "creepy." The illustrations are so rudimentary that they
seem smooth and uninteresting. Would also be considered a great resource when planning
on taking to workshops. Its simply 2 clean cut cookie cutter kids utilizing their natural oils. They
wanted me to learn it to them and carried it around for times "reading" it if you ask me. I would
really like to observe an engaging tale about kids using oils and having fun. To the writer - my
apologies, but I felt I needed to be honest as I was really hoping for something else. Great
book for beginners of all ages This handy book is fantastic to introduce children to the world
of essential oils. :) A must have for kids of YL distributors. I bought this publication for my
daughter who's 7. I got it for my little grandsons who love important oils. She likes to pretend
to end up like mom and uses it just like a table reference guide. Great pictures and incredibly
well done. Wonderful! A great book introducing Adolescent Living essential oils to children, as
well as providing tips and testimonies for Moms and Dads. I bought one for every of my
children's households. There is absolutely no story. This book really fell flat for me. :) Good
easy oil reserve. I acquired it for my small grandsons . But also for those searching for
marketing material for brand-new or potential folks within their downline who are parents, you
will probably find this applicaple. The pictures and colorful and the reason for each oil is
merely what I wanted. Five Stars This is the best book, for young to understand about
essential oils! This is such an excellent book. My son loves it! Five Stars Nice book Absolutely
recommend This book is amazing for children who are independent and would like to feel that
they're on their own oil journey Living oils book This was a very informative book but I didn't
realize it was for the Adolescent Living oils only. For me personally, it was so simplistic and
fundamental.
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